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The dramatic and enthralling story of the building of the Brooklyn Bridge, the world’s longest
suspension bridge at the time, a tale of greed, corruption, and obstruction but also of optimism,
heroism, and determination, told by master historian David McCullough.This monumental book
is the enthralling story of one of the greatest events in our nation’s history, during the Age of
Optimism—a period when Americans were convinced in their hearts that all things were
possible.In the years around 1870, when the project was first undertaken, the concept of
building an unprecedented bridge to span the East River between the great cities of Manhattan
and Brooklyn required a vision and determination comparable to that which went into the
building of the great cathedrals. Throughout the fourteen years of its construction, the odds
against the successful completion of the bridge seemed staggering. Bodies were crushed and
broken, lives lost, political empires fell, and surges of public emotion constantly threatened the
project. But this is not merely the saga of an engineering miracle; it is a sweeping narrative of the
social climate of the time and of the heroes and rascals who had a hand in either constructing or
exploiting the surpassing enterprise.

In the 19th century, the Brooklyn Bridge was viewed as the greatest engineering feat of mankind.
The Roeblings--father and son--toiled for decades, fighting competitors, corrupt politicians, and
the laws of nature to fabricate a bridge which, after 100 years, still provides one of the major
avenues of access to one of the world's busiest cities--as compared to many bridges built at the
same time which collapsed within decades or even years. It is refreshing to read such a
magnificent story of real architecture and engineering in an era where these words refer to tiny
bits and bytes that inspire awe only in their abstract consequences, and not in their tangible
physical magnificence.Review“After reading David McCullough’s account, you will never look at
the old bridge in quite the same way again.”—Christopher Lehmann-Haupt, The New York
Times"The Great Bridge is a great book. . . . This is the definitive book on the event. Do not wait
for a better try: there won't be any."—Norman Rosten, Newsday"The Great Bridge is a book so
compelling and complete as to be a literary monument. . . . McCullough has written that sort of
work which brings us to the human center of the past."—Los Angeles TimesAbout the
AuthorDavid McCullough (1933–2022) twice received the Pulitzer Prize, for Truman and John
Adams, and twice received the National Book Award, for The Path Between the Seas and
Mornings on Horseback. His other acclaimed books include The Johnstown Flood, The Great
Bridge, Brave Companions, 1776, The Greater Journey, The American Spirit, The Wright
Brothers, and The Pioneers. He was the recipient of numerous honors and awards, including the
Presidential Medal of Freedom, the nation’s highest civilian award. Visit
DavidMcCullough.com.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter 1The



PlanThe shapes arise!Walt WhitmanThey Met at his request on at least six different occasions,
beginning in February 1869. With everyone present, there were just nine in all -- the seven
distinguished consultants he had selected; his oldest son, Colonel Washington Roebling, who
kept the minutes; and himself, the intense, enigmatic John Augustus Roebling, wealthy wire rope
manufacturer of Trenton, New Jersey, and builder of unprecedented suspension bridges.They
met at the Brooklyn Gas Light Company on Fulton Street, where the new Bridge Company had
been conducting its affairs until regular offices could be arranged for. They gathered about the
big plans and drawings he had on display, listening attentively as he talked and asking a great
many questions. They studied his preliminary surveys and the map upon which he had drawn a
strong red line cutting across the East River, indicating exactly where he intended to put the
crowning work of his career.The consultants were his idea. In view of "the magnitude of the
undertaking and the large interests connected therewith," he had written, it was "only right" that
his plans be "subjected to the careful scrutiny" of a board of experts. He did not want their advice
or opinions, only their sanction. If everything went as he wanted and expected, they would
approve his plan without reservation. They would announce that in their considered professional
opinion his bridge was perfectly possible. They would put an end to the rumors, silence the
critics, satisfy every last stockholder that he knew what he was about, and he could at last get on
with his work.To achieve his purpose, to wind up with an endorsement no one could challenge,
or at least no one who counted for anything professionally, he had picked men of impeccable
reputation. None had a failure or black mark to his name. All were sound, practical builders
themselves, men not given to offhand endorsements or to overstatement. With few exceptions,
each had done his own share of pioneering at one time or other, and so theoretically ought still
to be sympathetic to the untried. They were, in fact, about as eminent a body of civil engineers
as could have been assembled then, and seen all together, with their display of white whiskers,
their expansive shirt fronts and firm handshakes, they must have appeared amply qualified to
pass judgment on just about anything. The fee for their services was to be a thousand dollars
each, which was exactly a thousand dollars more than Roebling himself had received for all his
own efforts thus far.Chairman of the group was the sociable Horatio Allen, whose great girth,
gleaming bald head, and Benjamin Franklin spectacles gave him the look of a character from
Dickens. He fancied capes and silver-handled walking sticks and probably considered his
professional standing second only to that of Roebling, which was hardly so. But like Roebling he
had done well in manufacturing -- in his case, with New York's Novelty Iron Works -- and forty
years before he had made some history driving the first locomotive in America, the Stourbridge
Lion, all alone and before a big crowd, on a test run at Honesdale, Pennsylvania. He had also, in
the time since, been one of the principal engineers for New York's Croton Aqueduct and so was
sometimes referred to in biographical sketches as "the man who turned the water on."Then
there was Colonel Julius Adams of Brooklyn, a former Army engineer, who was usually
described as an expert on sewer construction, and who, in truth, was not quite in the same
league as the others. He had, however, a number of influential friends in Brooklyn and for years



he had been dabbling with designs for an East River bridge of his own. For a while it had even
looked as though he might be given the chance to build it. When Roebling's proposal was first
made public, he had been among those to voice sharp skepticism. That he had been included
as a consultant at this stage was taken by some as a sign that Roebling was not entirely the
political innocent he was reputed to be.William Jarvis McAlpine, of Stockbridge, Massachusetts,
was the president of the American Society of Civil Engineers. Kindly, genial, widely respected,
he had built the enormous dry dock at the Brooklyn Navy Yard, the Albany Water Works, and a
fair number of bridges. He was also the proud possessor of what must have been the most
elaborate jowl whiskers in the profession and he was the one man in the group, the two
Roeblings included, who had had any firsthand experience working with compressed-air
foundations, or caissons, as they were called, which, in this particular case, was regarded as an
attribute of major proportions.Probably the best-known figure among them, however, was
Benjamin Henry Latrobe of Baltimore, who had the face of a bank clerk, but whose endorsement
alone would perhaps have been enough to settle the whole issue. He was the son and
namesake of the famous English-born architect picked by Jefferson to design or remodel much
of Washington, and who rebuilt the Capitol after it was burned by the British during the War of
1812. He had laid out most of the B&O Railroad and had been in charge of building a number of
exceptional bridges in Maryland and Virginia.And finally there was John J. Serrell, the only
builder of suspension bridges in the group except for the Roeblings; J. Dutton Steele, chief
engineer of the Reading Railroad; and James Pugh Kirkwood, a rather mournful-looking
Scotsman who was an authority on hydraulics, among other things, and who, in 1848, in
northeastern Pennsylvania, had built the beautiful stone-arched Starrucca Viaduct, then the
most costly railroad bridge in the world.There is no way of knowing what thoughts passed
through the minds of such men as they first looked over Roebling's drawings and listened to him
talk. But it is also hard to imagine any of them remaining unimpressed for very long, for all their
collective experience or their own considerable accomplishments or any professional jealousies
there may have been. Nor does it seem likely that any of them failed to sense the historic nature
of the moment. Roebling was the recognized giant of their profession, a lesser-Leonardo he
would be called, and even on paper his bridge was clearly one of the monumental works of the
age. To an engineer especially that would have been obvious.A bridge over the East River,
joining the cities of New York and Brooklyn, had been talked about for nearly as long as anyone
could recall. According to the best history of Brooklyn ever written, a three-volume work by a
medical doctor named Henry R. Stiles, Volume II of which appeared that same year of 1869, the
idea for a bridge was exactly as old as the century, the first serious proposal having been
recorded in Brooklyn in 1800. Stiles wrote that an old notation, found in a scrapbook, referred to
an unnamed "gentleman of acknowledged abilities and good sense" who had a plan for a bridge
that would take just two years to build. Probably the gentleman was Thomas Pope of New York,
an altogether fascinating character, a carpenter and landscape gardener by trade, who had
designed what he called his "Flying Pendent Lever Bridge," an invention, as he saw it, available



in all sizes and suitable for any site. His bridge to Brooklyn was to soar some two hundred feet
over the water, with a tremendous cantilever fashioned entirely of wood, like "a rainbow rising on
the shore," he said in the little book he published in 1811. Thomas Pope's "Rainbow Bridge" was
never attempted, however, and fortunately so, for it would not have worked. But his vision of a
heroic, monumental East River bridge persisted. Year after year others were proposed. Chain
bridges, wire bridges, a bridge a hundred feet wide, were recommended by one engineer or
another. "New York and Brooklyn must be united," Horace Greeley declared in the Tribune in
1849, while in Brooklyn a street running down to the river was confidently christened Bridge
Street.But nothing was done. The chief problem always was the East River, which is no river at
all technically speaking, but a tidal strait and one of the most turbulent and in that day, especially,
one of the busiest stretches of navigable salt water anywhere on earth. "If there is to be a
bridge," wrote one man, "it must take one grand flying leap from shore to shore over the masts of
the ships. There can be no piers or drawbridge. There must be only one great arch all the way
across. Surely this must be a wonderful bridge."In April 1867 a charter authorizing a private
company to build and operate an East River bridge had been voted through at Albany. The
charter was a most interesting and important document, for several different reasons, as time
would tell. But in the things it said and left unsaid concerning the actual structure to be built, it
was notable at a glance. Not a word was mentioned, for example, about the sort of bridge it was
to be or to suggest that its construction might involve any significant or foreseeable problems.
The cities were not required to approve the plans or the location. The charter said only that it be
a toll bridge. It was important that it have a "substantial railing" and that it be "kept fully lighted
through all hours of the night." It was also to be completed by January 1, 1870.A month after the
charter became law, Roebling had been named engineer of the work. By whom or by what
criteria remained a puzzle for anyone trying to follow the story in the papers. In September, that
same year, 1867, at a private meeting held in Brooklyn, he presented his master plan in a long
formal report. But such was "the anxiety manifested on the part of the press of the two cities to
present his report to the public, that it was taken and published, as an entirety..." The bridge had
no official name at this point, and in the time since, nobody seemed able to settle on one.At an
earlier stage it had been referred to occasionally as the Empire Bridge, but the organization
incorporated to build it was called the New York Bridge Company, because the Brooklyn people
behind the idea saw it as just that -- a bridge to New York. Roebling, on the other hand, had
referred to it as the East River Bridge in his proposal and the newspapers and magazines had
picked up the name. But it was also commonly called the Roebling Bridge or the Brooklyn Bridge
or simply the Great Bridge, which looked the most impressive in print and to many seemed the
most fitting name of all, once they grasped what exactly Roebling was planning to do.But it was
the possible future impact of such a structure on their own lives that interested people most,
naturally enough, and that the press in both cities devoted the most attention to. The Times, for
example, described the bridge as a sort of grand long-needed pressure valve that would do
much to alleviate New York's two most serious problems, crime and overcrowding.In Brooklyn,



where interest was the keenest, it was said the bridge would make Brooklyn important, that it
would make Brooklyn prosper. Property values would soar. Roebling the alchemist would turn
vacant lots and corn patches into pure gold. Everybody would benefit. Brooklyn was already
expanding like a boomtown, and the bridge was going to double the pace, the way steam ferries
had. Merchants could expect untold numbers of new customers as disaffected New Yorkers
flocked across the river to make Brooklyn their home. Manufacturers would have closer ties with
New York markets. Long Island farmers and Brooklyn brewers could get their wares over the
river more readily. The mail would move faster. Roebling had even told his eager clients how, in
the event of an enemy invasion of Long Island, troops could be rushed over the bridge from New
York in unprecedented numbers. In such an emergency, the old Prussian had calculated, nearly
half a million men, together with artillery and baggage trains, could go over the bridge in twenty-
four hours.Most appealing of all for the Brooklyn people who went to New York to earn a living
every day was the prospect of a safe, reliable alternative to the East River ferries. Winds, storms,
tides, blizzards, ice jams, fog, none of these, they were told, would have the slightest effect on
Mr. Roebling's bridge. There would be no more shoving crowds at the ferryhouse loading gates.
There would be no more endless delays. One Christmas night a gale had caused the river to be
so low the ferries ran aground and thousands of people spent the night in the Fulton Ferry
house. Many winters when the river froze solid, there had been no service at all for days on
end.Some of the Brooklyn business people and Kings County politicians were even claiming
that the bridge would make Brooklyn the biggest city in America, a most heady prospect indeed
and not an unreasonable one either. Congressman Demas Barnes contended Brooklyn would
be the biggest city in the world, once New York was "full." New York, that "human hive" John
Roebling called it, was running out of space, its boundaries being forever fixed by nature.
Roebling and others envisioned a day when all Manhattan Island would be built over, leaving "no
decent place" to make a home, neither he nor anyone else thus far having imagined a city
growing vertically. "Brooklyn happens to be one of those things that can expand," wrote the
editors of the new Brooklyn Monthly. "The more you put into it, the more it will hold."And such
highly regarded Brooklyn residents as Walt Whitman and James S. T. Stranahan, the man
behind Brooklyn's new Prospect Park, looked to the day when the bridge would make Brooklyn
and New York "emphatically one," which was also generally taken to be a very good thing, since
the new Union Pacific Railroad was going to make New York "the commercial emporium of the
world." This was no idle speculation, "but the natural and legitimate result of natural causes,"
according to John Roebling. His bridge was part of a larger mission. "As the great flow of
civilization has ever been from East towards the West, with the same certainty will the greatest
commercial emporium be located on this continent, which links East to the West, and whose
mission it is in the history of mankind to blend the most ancient civilization with the most
modern." The famous engineer, it had been noticed in Brooklyn, tended to cosmic concepts, but
so much the better. If there were now forty million people crossing the East River every year, as
was the claim, then, he said, in ten years' time there would be a hundred million."Lines of



steamers, such as the world never saw before, are now plowing the Atlantic in regular straight
line furrows," he had written in his proposal. "The same means of communication will unite the
western coast of this continent to the eastern coast of Asia. New York will remain the center
where these lines meet."f0This, in other words, was to be something much more than a large
bridge over an important river. It was to be one of history's great connecting works, symbolic of
the new age, like the Atlantic cable, the Suez Canal, and the transcontinental railroad. "Lo, Soul,
seest thou not God's purpose from the first?" wrote Walt Whitman at about this time. "The earth
be spann'd, connected by network...The lands welded together." "The shapes arise!" wrote the
Brooklyn poet.Singing my days,Singing the great achievements of the presentSinging the
strong, light works of engineers...But it was Roebling himself, never one to be overly modest,
who had set forth the most emphatic claim for the bridge itself and the one that would be quoted
most often in time to come:The completed work, when constructed in accordance with my
designs, will not only be the greatest bridge in existence, but it will be the greatest engineering
work of the continent, and of the age. Its most conspicuous features, the great towers, will serve
as landmarks to the adjoining cities, and they will be entitled to be ranked as national
monuments. As a great work of art, and as a successful specimen of advanced bridge
engineering, this structure will forever testify to the energy, enterprise and wealth of that
community which shall secure its erection.Roebling had written that in 1867, at the very start of
his formal proposal, but in all the time since, for some mysterious reason, not a spade of dirt had
been turned and numbers of people, some claiming to be experts, had begun saying they were
not so sure about Roebling's "advanced engineering," or whether it was worth the six to seven
million dollars he had said it would cost, an estimate that did not include the price of the land
required. Even if his figures were realistic, the bridge would also be about the most expensive
ever built.The editors of Scientific American said a tunnel would serve the purpose as well and
cost less. A Navy engineer presented an alternative plan. He wanted to block off "the vexatious
East River" with a dam several hundred feet wide on which he would build highways, stores,
docks, and warehouses. By early 1869, when it looked as though the bridge might actually be
started, the critics were sounding forth as never before. Warehouse owners along the river and
others in the shipping business were calling it an obstruction to navigation and a public
nuisance. The New York Polytechnic Society put on a series of lectures at Cooper Union
devoted exclusively to the supposed engineering fallacies of the Roebling plan. Engineers
expressed "grave apprehension." The bridge, it was stated on the best professional authority,
was a monumental extravagance, "a wild experiment," nothing but an exercise in vanity. Even in
Brooklyn the Union said another bridge and a tunnel besides would probably be built by the time
everyone finished wrangling over details and questioned why, for so momentous a public work,
only one engineer had been called on and no other plans ever considered.So it had been to still
such talk that Roebling had assembled his seven consultants and with total patience and candor
went over everything with them point by point.To begin with it was to be the largest suspension
bridge in the world. It was to be half again the size of his bridge over the Ohio at Cincinnati, for



example, and nearly twice the length of Telford's famous bridge over the Menai Strait, in Wales,
the first suspension bridge of any real importance. It was to cross the East River with one
uninterrupted central span, held aloft by huge cables slung from the tops of two colossal stone
towers and secured on either shore to massive masonry piles called anchorages. These last
structures alone, he said, would be a good seven stories tall, or taller than most buildings in New
York at the time. They would each take up the better part of a city block and would be heavy
enough to offset the immense pull of the cables, but hollow inside, to provide, Roebling
suggested, room for cavernous treasury vaults, which he claimed would be the safest in America
and ample enough to house three-quarters of all the investments and securities in the
country.The towers, the "most conspicuous features," would be identical and 268 feet high. They
would stand on either side of the river, in the water but close to shore, their foundations out of
sight beneath the riverbed. Their most distinguishing features would be twin Gothic arches -- two
in each tower -- through which the roadways were to pass. These arches would rise more than a
hundred feet, like majestic cathedral windows, or the portals of triumphal gateways. "In a work of
such magnitude, and located as it is between two great cities, good architectural proportions
should be observed," wrote the engineer. "...The impression of the whole will be that of
massiveness and strength."His towers would dwarf everything else in view. They would reign
over the landscape like St. Peters in Rome or the Capitol dome in Washington, as one
newspaper said. In fact, the towers would be higher than the Capitol dome if the dome's
crowning statue of Freedom was not taken into account. So this in the year 1869 -- when the
Washington Monument was still an ugly stone stump -- meant they would be about the largest,
most massive things ever built on the entire North American continent. On the New York skyline
only the slim spire of Trinity Church at the head of Wall Street reached higher.The towers were to
serve two very fundamental purposes. They would bear the weight of four enormous cables and
they would hold both the cables and the roadway of the bridge high enough so they would not
interfere with traffic on the river. Were the two cities at higher elevations, were they set on cliffs,
or palisades, such as those along the New Jersey side of the Hudson, for example, such lofty
stonework would not be necessary. As it was, however, only very tall towers could make up for
what nature had failed to provide, if there was to be the desired clearance for sailing ships. And
as the mass of the anchorages had to be sufficient to offset the pull of the cables, where they
were secured on land, so the mass of the towers, whatever their height, had to be sufficient to
withstand the colossal downward pressure of the cables as they passed over the tops of the
towers.Below the water the towers were to be of limestone and each was to be set on a
tremendous wooden foundation, but from the waterline up they were to be of granite. In plan
each tower was essentially three shafts of solid masonry, connected below the roadway, or
bridge floor, by hollow masonry walls, but left unconnected above the bridge floor until they
joined high overhead to form the great Gothic arches, which, in turn, were to be topped by a
heavy cornice and three huge capstones. The total weight of each tower, Roebling estimated,
would be 67,850 tons, but with the weight of the roadway and its iron superstructure added on



they would each weigh 72,603 tons.The suspended roadway's great "river span" was to be held
between the towers by the four immense cables, two outer ones and two near the middle of the
bridge floor. These cables would be as much as fifteen inches in diameter and each would hang
over the river in what is known as a catenary curve, that perfect natural form taken by any rope
or cable suspended from two points, which in this case were the summits of the two stone
towers. At the bottom of the curve each cable would join with the river span, at the center of the
span. But all along the cables, vertical "suspenders," wire ropes about as thick as a pick handle,
would be strung like harp strings down to the bridge floor. And across those would run a pattern
of diagonal, or inclined, stays, hundreds of heavy wire ropes that would radiate down from the
towers and secure at various points along the bridge floor, both in the direction of the land and
toward the center of the river span.The wire rope for the suspenders and stays was to be of the
kind manufactured by Roebling at his Trenton works. It was to be made in the same way as
ordinary hemp rope, that is, with hundreds of fine wires twisted to form a rope. The cables,
however, would be made of wire about as thick as a lead pencil, with thousands of wires to a
cable, all "laid up" straight, parallel to one another, and then wrapped with an outer skin of soft
wire, the way the base strings of a piano are wrapped.But most important of all, Roebling was
talking about making the cables of steel, "the metal of the future," instead of using iron wire, as
had always been done before. There was not a bridge in the country then, not a building in New
York or in any city as yet, built of steel, but Roebling was seriously considering its use and the
idea was regarded by many engineers as among the most revolutionary and therefore
questionable features of his entire plan.The way he had designed it, the enormous structure was
to be a grand harmony of opposite forces -- the steel of the cables in tension, the granite of the
towers in compression. "A force at rest is at rest because it is balanced by some other force or
by its own reaction," he had once written in the pages of Scientific American. He considered
mathematics a spiritual perception, as well as the highest science, and since all engineering
questions were governed by "simple mathematical considerations," the suspension bridge was
"a spiritual or ideal conception."His new bridge was to be "a great avenue" between the cities, he
said. Its over-all width was to be eighty feet, making it as spacious as Broadway itself, as he liked
to tell people, and the river span would measure sixteen hundred feet, from tower to tower,
making it the longest single span in the world. But of even greater import than length was the
unprecedented load the bridge was designed to bear -- 18,700 tons.The long river span was not
to be perfectly horizontal, but would bow gracefully, gently upward. It would pass through the
tower arches at an elevation of 119 feet, but at the center it would be 150 feet over the water.
This, as Roebling pointed out, was thirty feet higher than the elevation fixed by the British
Admiralty for Robert Stephenson's Britannia Bridge over the Menai Strait, built nearly twenty
years earlier. Before long, sailing ships would be things of the past, he declared. His bridge
therefore would be no obstruction to navigation, only possibly "an impediment to sailing." As it
was, only the very largest sailing ships afloat would have to trim their topmasts to pass beneath
the bridge.But because of the great elevation of the river span and the relatively low-lying



shores, the rest of the bridge, sloping down to ground level, would have to extend quite far inland
on both sides to provide an easy grade. The bridge would have to descend back to earth rather
gradually, as it were, and thus the better part of it would be over land, not water. Those inland
sections of the bridge between the towers and the two anchorages were known as the land
spans, and were also supported by the cables, by suspenders and diagonal stays. The ends of
the bridge, from the anchorages down to ground level, were known as the approaches. In all,
from one end to the other, the Great Bridge was to measure 5,862 feet, or more than a mile.The
red line Roebling had drawn on the map ran southeast from City Hall Park, in New York, crossing
the river not quite at right angles, at that point where the river was returning to its essentially
north-south course. At the Brooklyn Navy Yard -- over to the right of the red line -- the river turned
sharply to the left, heading nearly due west, but then it quickly turned down the map again to
merge with the harbor. And it was right there, where the river turned the second time, right about
where the Fulton Ferry crossed, that Roebling had put his "Park Line" connecting New York, on
the upper left of the map, with Brooklyn, on the lower right.The precise terminating point on the
New York side was at Chatham Street, opposite the park. This was the place for the bridge to
come in, he said. For the next fifty years the park would remain "the great focus of travel, from
which speedy communications will ramify in all directions." From there his red line crossed over
North William Street, William, Rose, Vandewater, and half a dozen more streets, to the end of
Pier 29, then over the river, straight through one of the Fulton Ferry slips, and into Brooklyn.
Running parallel with Fulton Street, Brooklyn's main thoroughfare, the line cut across a
patchwork of narrow cross streets -- Water, Dock, Front, James -- to Prospect, where it bent
slightly toward Fulton, terminating finally in the block bounded by Prospect, Washington, Sands,
and Fulton, or right about where St. Ann's Church stood.Down the center of the bridge Roebling
planned to run a double pair of tracks to carry specially built trains pulled by an endless cable,
which would be powered by a giant stationary steam engine housed out of sight on the Brooklyn
side. In time these trains would connect with a system of elevated railroads in both cities and
become a lucrative source of revenue. He had worked it all out. His bridge trains would travel at
speeds up to forty miles an hour. A one-way trip would take no more than five minutes. It was
certain, he said, that forty million passengers a year could be accommodated by such a system,
"without confusion and without crowding."Carriages, riders on horseback, drays, farm wagons,
commercial traffic of every kind, would cross on either side of the bridge trains, while directly
overhead, eighteen feet above the tracks, he would build an elevated boardwalk for pedestrians,
providing an uninterrupted view in every direction. This unique feature, he said, would become
one of New York's most popular attractions. "This part I call the elevated promenade, because its
principal use will be to allow people of leisure, and old and young invalids, to promenade over
the bridge on fine days, in order to enjoy the beautiful views and the pure air." There was no
bridge in the world with anything like it. And he added, "I need not state that in a crowded
commercial city, such a promenade will be of incalculable value."So the roadways and tracks at
one level were for the everyday traffic of life, while the walkway above was for the spirit. The



bridge, he had promised, was to serve the interests of the community as well as those of the
New York Bridge Company. Receipts on all tolls and train fares would, he asserted, pay for the
entire bridge in less than three years. To build such a bridge, he said, would take five
years.Horatio Allen and William McAlpine asked the most questions during the sessions
Roebling held with the consultants. The length of the central span and the tower foundations
were the chief concerns.It had been said repeatedly by critics of the plan that a single span of
such length was impossible, that the bridge trains would shake the structure to pieces and, more
frequently, that no amount of calculations on paper could guarantee how it might hold up in
heavy winds, but the odds were that the great river span would thrash and twist until it snapped
in two and fell, the way the Wheeling Bridge had done (a spectacle some of his critics hoped to
be on hand for, to judge by the tone of their attacks).Roebling told his consultants that a span of
sixteen hundred feet was not only possible with a suspension bridge, but if engineered properly,
it could be double that. A big span was not a question of practicability, but cost. It was quite
correct that wind could play havoc with suspension bridges of "ordinary design." But he had
solved that problem long since, he assured them, in his earlier bridges, and this bridge, big as it
was, would be quite as stable as the others. Like his earlier works, this was to be no "ordinary"
bridge. For one thing it would be built six times as strong as it need be. The inclined stays, for
example, would have a total strength of fifteen thousand tons, enough to hold up the floor by
themselves. If all four cables were to fail, he said, the main span would not collapse. It would sag
at the center,' but it would not fall. His listeners were very much impressed.There were questions
about his intended use of steel and about the extraordinary weight of the bridge. Then at one
long session they had discussed the foundations.Roebling planned to sink two tremendous
timber caissons deep into the riverbed and to construct his towers upon these. It was a
technique with which he had had no previous experience, but the engineering had been worked
out quite thoroughly, he said, in conjunction with his son, Colonel Roebling, who had spent
nearly a year in Europe studying the successful use of similar foundations. McAlpine could
vouch for the basic concept, since he had used it himself successfully, although on a vastly
smaller scale, to sink one of the piers and the abutment for a drawbridge across the Harlem
River. His caisson for the pier had been of iron and just six feet in diameter. Those Roebling was
talking about would be of pine timbers and each one would cover an area of some seventeen
thousand square feet, or an area big enough to accommodate four tennis courts with lots of
room to spare. Nothing of the kind had ever been attempted before.How deep did he think he
would have to go to reach a firm footing, the engineers wished to know. Would he go to bedrock?
And did he have any idea how far down that might be?During the test borings on the Brooklyn
side, the material encountered had been composed chiefly of compact sand and gravel, mixed
with clay and interspersed with boulders of traprock, the latter of which, he allowed, had
"detained this operation considerably." Gneiss had been struck at ninety-six feet. But below a
depth of fifty to sixty feet, the material had been so very compact that the borehole had
remained open for weeks without the customary tubing. So it was his judgment that there would



be no need to go all the way to rock. A depth of fifty feet on the Brooklyn side ought to suffice
and the whole operation would probably take a year.About the prospects on the New York side,
he was rather vague -- but it looked, he said, as though bedrock was at 106 feet and there was a
great deal of sand on the way down. Still there was a chance that rock might be found closer to
the surface. An old well near Trinity Church showed gneiss at twenty-six feet, he noted, and in
the well at City Hall the same rock was found at ninety feet. "The whole of Manhattan Island
appears to rest upon a gneiss and granite formation," he said. The greatest depth to which
similar caissons had been sunk before this was eighty-five feet. But he was willing to take his to
a depth of 110 feet if that was what had to be done. His consultants said they did not think he
would find that necessary.Presently they took up the question of the timber foundations and their
fate, once he left them buried forever beneath the towers, beneath the river, the rock, sand and
muck of the riverbed. In his report, Roebling had explained at some length how the caissons
would be packed with concrete once they were sunk to the desired position, and why, in their
final resting place, well below the level where water or sea worms could reach them, they would
last forever. But there were some among the consultants who wished to hear more on the
subject and who had a number of questions.That particular session on the foundations had
taken place on March 9. Two days later, on the 11th, it was announced that the renowned
engineers had approved the Roebling plan, "in every important particular." Their official report
would come later, but in the meantime the public could rest assured that the plan was "entirely
practicable."Only Congressional authorization was needed now, since Congress had jurisdiction
over all navigable waters and the bridge was to be a post road. Unlike the government in Albany,
or those in either city, the government in Washington had some regulations it wished to see
adhered to. Congressional legislation already drawn up stipulated that the bridge must in no way
"obstruct, impair, or injuriously modify" navigation on the river. In particular, there was concern in
Washington that it might interfere with traffic to and from the Navy Yard, and to be certain that
every detail of the plan was fully understood, General A. A. Humphreys, Chief of the Army
Engineers, decided to appoint his own review panel to give an opinion on it, irrespective of the
conclusions reached by Roebling's consultants (This was to be the only public scrutiny of the
design or the location.) So at about that point it had seemed the most sensible next step would
be for everyone to go take a look at some of Roebling's existing works to see how he had
previously handled somewhat analogous situations. Let his work speak for itself, he had
decided.The tour was arranged almost overnight and if there was any initial intention to restrict it
to a relatively small body of professionals that idea was speedily overruled. A total of twenty-one
gentlemen and one lady made up the "Bridge Party," as it was referred to in subsequent
accounts. In addition to the two Roeblings, the seven consultants, and three Army engineers --
General Horatio Wright, General John Newton, and Major W. R. King -- several prominent
Brooklyn businessmen were invited, most of whom were or were about to become stockholders
in the New York Bridge Company. A Brooklyn Congressman named Slocum -- General Henry W.
Slocum -- was included, as were Hugh McLaughlin, the Democratic "Boss" of Brooklyn, and



William C. Kingsley, Brooklyn's leading contractor, who was known to be the driving political
force behind the bridge and the largest individual stockholder. How many of the party were
aware that the tall, powerful Kingsley would also be personally covering all expenses for the tour,
in addition to the seven thousand dollars in consultants' fees, is not known.Two young
engineers, C. C. Martin and Samuel Probasco, both of whom had worked for Kingsley on
different Brooklyn projects, were also to go, as was the wife of one of the consultants, Mrs. Julius
Adams, who is described only as an "amiable lady" in existing accounts. Why she consented to
join the group, or why she was invited in the first place, no one ever explained.Nor is there
anything in the record to indicate who determined the make-up of the group. Presumably it was
taken to be a representative body, having an even balance of engineering talent, business
acumen, and public spirit. In any event, the editor of the Brooklyn Eagle, Thomas Kinsella, was
also included, so that in Brooklyn at least the expedition would receive proper notice, and young
Colonel Roebling appears to have been the one delegated to make the necessary
arrangements.There were, however, two very important public figures who did not make the trip,
both of whom had done much to bring the project along as far as it had come and who ought to
be mentioned at this point in the story.The first was State Senator Henry Cruse Murphy, lawyer,
scholar, the most respected and respectable Democrat in Brooklyn, and in Albany the leading
spokesman for Brooklyn's interests. Murphy had worked harder for the bridge than anyone in
Brooklyn except Kingsley, the contractor. He was the one who had written the charter for the
New York Bridge Company. He had seen it through the legislature and was currently serving as
the company's president. Why he failed to make the trip is not known and probably not
important. But he would have added a certain tone to the group certainly and John A. Roebling,
in particular, would doubtless have enjoyed his company. (The idea of Roebling keeping
company with the likes of Boss McLaughlin must have raised many an eyebrow on Brooklyn
Heights.)But the absence of the second missing party was quite intentional, one can be sure; it
raised no questions and required no explanation, since there had been no mention as yet,
scarcely even a whisper, that he had had anything whatever to do with the bridge. He was
William Marcy Tweed of New York.The itinerary called for stops at Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, and
Niagara Falls, and the announced official purpose of the expedition was to inspect four of
Roebling's bridges, each of which, in one way or other, illustrated how he intended to span the
East River. But a week of traveling together was also supposed to give everybody a chance to
get to know one another -- nothing could so cement friendships as a long train ride, Thomas
Kinsella would write -- and particularly, it was presumed, everyone would get to know the key
man in all this, John A. Roebling.The great engineer was still largely a mystery to the people who
had hired him. Except for the times when he had expounded on his plan at the meeting in 1867,
his Brooklyn clients had seen very little of him. Their ordinary day-to-day dealings had been with
his son. It had been young Roebling, not his father, who had set up the makings of an office and
who had taken a house on the Heights. He had been the one on hand to answer their questions
and keep things moving.The father had wanted it that way. He had remained in Trenton, showing



up in Brooklyn only now and then, and staying no longer than necessary. His time was always
short it seemed and even when meeting with his board of consultants he had kept each session
quite formal and to the point. He had no time for anything but business, and no small talk
whatever.On occasion the two of them, father and son, would be seen walking on Hicks Street,
talking intently, or down by the slate-gray river pacing about the spot where the tower was to rise,
the father pointing this way and that with his good hand. They resembled each other in height
and build, even trimmed their whiskers the same way. But while the son was quite handsome in
the conventional sense, with strong regular features, the father's face was a composite of hard
angles and deep creases, of large ears and nose and deep-sunken eyes, all of which gave the
appearance of having been hewn from some substance of greater durability than mortal
flesh.Most people, later, would talk about his eyes, his fierce pale-blue eyes. But just what sort of
human being there might be behind them was a puzzle. He was a man of enormous dignity,
plainly enough, full of purpose and iron determination, but accustomed to deference just as
plainly, somebody to be admired from a distance. His look was all-knowing and not in the least
friendly. Among those who were about to stake so very much on him and his bridge, or who
already had, there was not one who could honestly say he knew the man.And so on the evening
of April 14, 1869, when General Grant and his Julia were just taking up residence in the White
House and the dogwood were beginning to bloom across the lowlands of New Jersey, the
Bridge Party boarded a private palace car in Jersey City and started west. The only one missing
from the group was the elder Roebling, who was to get on at Trenton.Copyright &copy; 1972 by
David McCulloughRead more
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Ebook Library Reader, “Much More than Just the Brooklyn Bridge. This is a big story. It's about
far more than just the Brooklyn Bridge. Typical of McCullough, there are threads running through
the book about the political setting in general, the Tweed Gang, Tammany Hall, the science of
humans dealing with high-air-pressure environments, steel-making and more. All of these are
brought together in complex but entertaining narrative. I didn't know the roles that Washington
and Emily Roebling played in getting the work done, and I was a civil engineer for 40 years. That
this bridge is still in high use today is testament to the foresight and capabilities of its designer
and construction manager. An amazing accomplishment.”

Helen I., “Good for adults. Another great novel by the author. Rich in details. It's a long read but
worth it.”

Otto Parts, “The Great Bridge. A great topic for one of the greatest writers ever. Hard to put
down, full of facts, told in an engaging way.”

Jfm, “In depth story and very interesting read!. My husband reads books on all topics and loves
this book!  Highly recommend!”

Marie, “How this bridge transformed NYC including Brooklyn. The history of this great bridge is
fascinating and since Brooklyn is my home town, it is doubly interesting.”

mike baumayr, “God bless the obsessed. Washington Roebling, and later his wife, were
obsessed with their vision of a bridge that was to become a national treasure. Their
monomaniacal vision overcame local politics, the corruption of Tammany Hall, crooked
contractors and a bridge-related health problem that almost killed him.”

Lenny, “Excellent book.. Very detailed. Enjoyed the Engineering related information.”

Tiggercanoe, “The Great Bridge is a Great Read. This book was written a number of decades
ago but it remains fresh. It is the story of an innovating family and how it spearheaded to design
and construction of New York's Brooklyn Bridge and the tremendous technical and political
hurdles that had to be overcome to build it.”

David, “Getting from A to B. Like so many things in life I came across David McCullough's work
by good fortune, in that, I was doing post-graduate history research and saw his book entitled
'The Wright Brothers.' Since then my library now includes five of his other excellent fact-based
books, all of which have been highly interesting, well researched and equally well-written. 'The
Great Bridge' is no exception. It tells the story of why and how this incredible piece of



engineering came into being, largely due to the intellect and dedication of the Roebling family,
although they were not alone, since many others such as Brooklyn politicians, entrepreneurs,
high-end engineers and a couple of swindlers and last but certainly not least, an extraordinary
lady by the name of Emily, who together came to design and then supervise the construction of
what at the time was the world's longest suspension bridge, connecting Brooklyn with
Manhattan, New York. With the exception of the eye bars which had to be forged, all other major
parts of the bridge were of a relatively new material , which engineers referred to as steel. Whilst
the Brooklyn Bridge spanning the East River is nowadays dwarfed by other taller and perhaps
more eye-catching structures on Manhattan Island, the Brooklyn Bridge continues to attract
locals and visitors from around the world who not only enjoy the incredible views but in most
cases are aware that this is still something very special, some have said the Eighth Wonder of
the World but that might just be a slight exaggeration nowadays. Nevertheless, the story David
McCullough tells keeps one's attention drawn to the narrative and in this writers case resulted in
quite a bit of additional research. By the way, some of the wire used to make the main cables
was sub-standard, although this fact was discovered at a point where it proved non-
consequential. Enjoy the read. I'm just about to read one of his other books. Now let's see, will it
be '1776,' 'The Johnstown Flood' or 'The Pioneers?' A good read is priceless.”

Jim Bowen, “An interesting read. Way back in the day, Brooklyn, and New York were different
cities, either side of the East River. This book tells us about the Herculean effort to link the two
cities, through the building of the "New York and Brooklyn Bridge".Most people who look at the
bridge these days can be a bit "Meh, it's a bridge, so what?" I think. This book will debunk that
view by explaining how the bridge was built. It took an enormous effort to build the bridge, killing,
and maiming people along the way, and is this explained here in the pages of this book.It's well
wroth a read.”

DOPPLEGANGER, “The pain that created the bridge.. Double Pulitzer Prize winner David
McCullough ("Truman" and "John Adams") skillfully reveals the pain, hardship, skulduggery,
danger and raw doggedness that combined to create the Brooklyn Bridge - against all odds,
obstructiveness and physical barriers.The reader is entertained with not only a real insight into
the lives of the Roebling Family - father and son who designed the bridge and oversaw its
construction - but also with the insufferable working conditions, the nefarious behaviour of
politicians and the chance to savour at close hand the atmosphere of the second half of the
nineteenth century in Brooklyn and New York.”

M. Parr, “Good, but diagrams weak. The book has 3 strands: the technical stuff, the financial
dealings (and double-dealings), and the personal story of the bridge designer and his family.It is
a thorough evocative book, and I recommend it.However, the technical side of the construction
could have been better. For example, there are some illustrations in the book, but they are not



referred to in the text. So, you find yourself puzzling over a paragraph in the text, only to come
across a diagram 50 pages later.Additionally, several topics (such as the initial linking of the
towers with strands) really need diagrams to clarify the text. A few more pages of original
diagrams would have been useful, to add to the old photos and sketches.”

Joe, “The definitive book on the 8th wonder of the world. The story of the Brooklyn bridge is one
that i have been fascinated about for years. Building suspension bridges is no easy task, even
today. That the Roeblings pioneered such a large bridge with the technology of the day is
astounding. And a testament to all who worked on the bridge project. It really was the 8th wonder
of the industrial world. This book weaves together all the inter-twining threads of the Great
Bridges story.From John Roeblings journey to America, Washington Roeblings education and
exploits in the civil war. Down in the caissons at the bottom of the east river, up on the bridge
towers, spinning the cables. And Emily Roebling who finished the bridge after her Husband
became sick with "Caissons disease". Nor is it just a story of engineering, or of human sacrifice.
The political climate of the day provided just as many obstacles to the building of the great
bridge as the east river, or crooked wire makers! Its a hell of a story, and nowhere will you found
it better told than by McCullough!”

The book by Esther Hicks has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 2,296 people have provided feedback.
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